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Yoga is an ideal way for expectant mothers to enhance overall health, cope with the physical
demands of pregnancy, and prepare for labor and birth. The physician-approved Prenatal Yoga:
Reference to Go makes exercise easy with 50 beautifully and precisely illustrated warm-ups,
poses, and meditations. Suggested combinations and coding by trimester help create adaptable
routines.

From the Back CoverThis Millenium Edition includes the only two published works of Joseph
Pilates. Newly copyrighted, edited and revised, this book makes available in one volume all of
his early Twentieth Century philosophies, principles, and theories about health and fitness, as
well as the exercises, poses, and instructions fundamental to his exciting fitness program. He
bases his work on the concept of a balanced Body and Mind and on the approach espoused by
the early Greeks.Joseph Pilates has been nothing short of revolutionary in his impact on the
world of fitness and exercise. You will learn in this book his observations and conclusions about
people's approach to physical fitness. He describes the results of decades of scientific study,
experimentation and research into the variety of troubles and ills that upset the balance of body
and mind. You will also learn every single one of his original 34 mat exercises taught to his own
students.Living testimony to the validity of his own teachings, Joseph Pilates shares in these
writings his fundamental tenets of posture, body mechanics, correct breathing, spinal flexibility,
physical education, and his law of natural exercises. It is a fascinating look into Pilates' original
thinking and represents the foundation of an entire discipline embraced by fitness enthusiasts,
health educators, and exercise trainers around the world.About the AuthorAt the beginning of
the First World War, Joseph Pilates was imprisoned in England along with many Germans who
happened to be living at the time in and around Lancaster, England. He was a German national
who had been boxing and performing in England prior to 1914. While living in the Camp, he
taught other residents the series of exercises that he had developed for personal use over the
preceding decades both in Germany and in England. His own exercise sets drew strongly from
his studies of yoga and Zen, as well as ancient Roman and Greek exercise regimens.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.INTRODUCTION to the MILLENNIUM EDITIONby
Judd Robbins and Lin Van-Heuit Robbins Certified Trainers in The Matwork Developed by
Joseph and Clara PilatesThis new printing of Joseph Pilates' original 1934 and 1945 works
retains the original photographs and step-by-step poses and accompanying instructions. While
some of the latest research in the fitness world might suggest caution when performing some of
these poses and exercises, the overall program of exercises developed at the turn of the 20th
Century remains astoundingly effective and beneficial for fitness enthusiasts in the 21st
Century.As with all exercise programs, you should consult your doctor before commencing to



follow any or all of the exercises and poses presented in this book. The overall impact of Joseph
Pilates' exercises can be extraordinarily beneficial to anyone suffering from a variety of physical
weaknesses. However, the exercises are most effective when presented to beginners by a
trainer who has studied the matwork instructions as well as the fundamental physiological and
biomechanical aspects of the body so analytically coordinated into the exercises by Joseph
Pilates.Joseph Pilates preached the benefits of a perfect balance of body and mind. He coupled
his own gymnastics and martial arts background with a keen analytical approach to body
mechanics, posture, and correct breathing. When we began to experience his recommendations
for exercises, postural modifications, and breathing mechanisms, we truly began to feel like
converts. Both of us are certified by the PhysicalMind Institute in Santa Fe, New Mexico in the
matwork originally developed by Joseph and Clara Pilates. We've read and use the principles
offered in many fitness books, from yoga to stretching to strength training. Joseph Pilates
created a truly effective combination of strengthening and stretching that can work well for
virtually every body. With the right instruction and guidance, some or all of Pilates'
recommendations can demonstrably improve anybody's health and fitness levels.Read more
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Prenatal Yoga: Reference to GoBy Olivia H. Miller, with Diane Philos
JensenINTRODUCTIONHearty congratulations, mama! First, for your wonderful news and also
because you’ve chosen to do yoga during your pregnancy. The regular practice of yoga is one of
the best gifts you can give yourself and your baby. Yoga can help you cope with the demands
and stresses placed on your body as your pregnancy progresses. A woman who practiced yoga
when she was pregnant thirty years ago still remembers the positive effects: “It kept me fit and
toned, and helped me relax during labor. It was the best thing I could have done.”Yoga has been
around for about 5,000 years and has moved into the mainstream as people discover its many
benefits. For mothers-to-be, yoga is an ideal way to prepare for birth and labor. It promotes
fitness and flexibility, tones the pelvic area, increases circulation, works the cardiovascular
system, helps with breath control, and balances body-mind energies.Yoga, which means “union
of body and mind,” helps you focus on the present moment while being mindful of your body’s
sensations as you stretch and release tension. A healthy, flexible body along with a clear, calm
mind are tools that you will want to be able to call on during labor and birth, when it is important
to be able to release tension, relax muscles, and remain calm. Being in a relaxed state helps
labor progress. Conversely, during a heightened state of tension, labor may not progress as
smoothly as it could.Prenatal Yoga: Reference to Go includes 50 breathing exercises, yoga
poses, and meditations designed to energize your body, relax your mind, and promote an overall
feeling of well-being. It is easy to use and allows you to design your own yoga practice. Each
exercise, pose, and meditation is numbered and coded by trimester so you can follow a
complete yoga session, or if time and energy are limited, choose just a few.POSESThis book
includes 30 basic and beneficial yoga poses (asanas in Sanskrit). Each pose features an
illustration and clear, simple directions on how to do the pose. Physical and emotional benefits of
the pose are also listed, along with an affirmation designed to truly unite body, mind, and
spirit.Some poses are modified to accommodate the physical changes of pregnancy. Every pose
lists which trimesters the pose is appropriate for, and you will find suggestions for alternate
postures and/or adjustments to ensure safety and comfort throughout your pregnancy. A Healthy
Sitting serves as a reference to help you sit with your spine straight and prevent any strain on the
lower back.Six warm-ups are included (labeled with letters) so that you can prepare your body. It
helps to warm up the neck, shoulders, arms, spinal column, and legs before each yoga session
and to rest for at least 1 minute between poses. It is in this space of physical and mental
relaxation that you and your baby truly reap the benefits.Hold a pose as long as you can
comfortably, without straining, in what is called “effortless effort.” If your breathing becomes
labored, your muscles shake, or it hurts, come out of the pose and rest until your breathing
returns to normal. Try the pose again if you feel like it or wait until a time when your energy level
is higher. Yoga is about listening to your body, your inner wisdom, your intuition.BREATHING
AND MEDITATION CARDSPrenatal Yoga: Reference to Go also features 10 breathing exercises



(pranayama) and 10 meditations (dhyana). Because deep breathing is such an effective way to
slow the mind, steady the emotions, and focus on the present, we suggest you incorporate
breathwork into your daily routine. Full, even breathing is one of the most important things you
can do during labor. When appropriate, try adding sound to your breathing. This helps lengthen
the exhalation, focus the mind, and overcome inhibitions about releasing sound during labor and
birth.Meditation, equally important to maintaining your peace and serenity, has the added
benefit of lowering blood pressure and respiration rate. We’ve chosen meditations and
visualizations to help you connect with your baby emotionally and spiritually. If a meditation
doesn’t work for you, feel free to create one of your own.GENTLE CAUTIONSPrenatal Yoga:
Reference to Go is not intended as a substitute for other prenatal programs or medical advice. If
you do not exercise regularly, have a chronic medical condition, are taking medication, have
back or neck problems, or have any medical conditions that occur during your pregnancy,
consult a medical practitioner before you practice yoga. If you have varicose veins that are
symptomatic (i.e., are painful or throb), avoid kneeling positions and sit in a chair instead. After
the fifth month (20 weeks) of pregnancy, limit the time you spend in back-lying positions; or, lie
with a folded blanket or a pillow under your right hip, which displaces the weight of the uterus
from the vena cava (a major vein that brings blood to the heart from the legs and pelvis).
Discontinue any posture that causes pain, shortness of breath, or dizziness.To assist with your
practice of yoga, we recommend a few guidelines:• Wait at least an hour after eating before you
practice. If you need a snack, eat something light. Drink enough water to ensure you are well
hydrated.• Relax into each pose. No straining or forcing! Even the simplest poses can be
deceptively effective and beneficial.• Make adjustments for comfort, especially as your
pregnancy progresses. Add pillows, lean your back against a wall for balance, sit on a firm
cushion or in a chair if it is easier.• Rest between postures. Feel yourself releasing tension. When
getting up from a back-lying position, turn to your left or right side first and slowly return to a
seated or kneeling position. Never get up quickly.• Concentrate on full, deep breaths. This helps
quiet the mind.• Think joyful thoughts, keeping a warm and open heart. You will share this
positive energy with your baby and you’ll both benefit from it.Note: Not all exercises are suitable
for everyone. Your physical condition and health are important factors in determining which yoga
exercises, positions, and advice may be appropriate. This or any other exercise program may
result in injury. The author, co-author, medical consultant, and publisher of this book disclaim
any liability from any injury that may result from the use, proper or improper, of any exercise or
advice contained in this book. Please consult your professional health care provider for
information and advice on the suitability of your exercise program.TABLE OF
CONTENTSHealthy Sitting: promotes healthful sittingBREATHING EXERCISESAlternate Nostril
Breath: calms and balances energiesAswini Mudra Breath: strengthens and tones pelvic
musclesBelly Breathing: relieves tensionModified Bellows Breath: opens chest and
lungsRevitalizing Breath: energizes nervous systemSitting Deep Breath: increases
circulationSounding Breath: refreshes and calmsStanding Complete Breath: invigorates and



purifiesSufi Mother’s Breath: provides a sense of well—beingTension Release Breath: relaxes
entire bodyWARM-UPSa. Neck Rolls: relieves tension in neckb. Shoulder Circles: releases
tension in back and shouldersc. The Blade: tones and strengthens chest musclesd. Knee
Rocking: opens pelvis, hips, and groine. Leg Stretch: stretches back leg musclesPOSES1.
Shakti, the Divine Mother: stretches and tones pelvic muscles2. Star Pose: stretches and
relaxes pelvic muscles3. Head of Cow Pose: stretches arms and upper body4. Sideways Swing:
strengthens muscles along sides of body5. Modified Spinal Twist: stretches spine6. Firm Pose:
stretches front thigh muscles7. Energy Center Pose: stretches and relaxes pelvic area muscles8.
Cat and Dog Pose: keeps spine supple9. Squatting Pose: strengthens muscles used during
labor10. Child’s Pose: allows muscles to rest11. The Lion: releases tension in facial muscles12.
Rooted-to-the-Earth Pose: corrects posture problems13. Palm Tree: calms the nervous
system14. Standing Pelvic Tilt: relieves lower back fatigue15. Half Moon Pose: stretches waist
muscles and those along sides of body16. Backbend: strengthens lower back17. Forward Bend:
stretches and relaxes spine18. Modified Dancer’s Pose: stretches front of thigh muscles19.
Hands-to-Wall Pose: strengthens chest muscles20. Triangle Pose: increases strength and
stamina21. Shoulder Stretch: loosens shoulder and chest muscles22. Seated Mountain Pose:
tones nervous system23. Easy Bridge Pose: increases flexibility in back and shoulders24.
Sponge Pose: promotes complete rest and relaxationMEDITATIONSBirth Meditation:
preparation for labor and deliveryCentering Meditation: calms and centersEasy Pose Meditation:
relaxes musclesFirm Pose Meditation: stills the mindHeart Center Meditation: promotes
relaxationLegs-Against-Wall Meditation: relieves tired legs and feetMindfulness Meditation:
focuses the mindOm Meditation: promotes total peacePalming Meditation: diminishes
fatigueWalking Meditation: increases circulation in legsRECOMMENDED SEQUENCESBelow
are some recommended sequences that focus on attaining specific benefits. We offer them as
suggestions only; feel free to create your own special routines.For Birth Preparation:Aswini
Mudra BreathLeg Stretch (e)Shakti, the Divine Mother (1)Star Pose (2)Squatting Pose
(9)Standing Pelvic Tilt (14)Birth MeditationFor Discomfort Relief:Modified Bellows BreathKnee
Rocking (d)Sideways Swing (4)Cat and Dog Pose (8)Hands-to-Wall Pose (19)Easy Bridge Pose
(23)Easy Pose MeditationFor Flexibility:Sitting Deep BreathShoulder Circles (b)Head of Cow
Pose (3)Modified Spinal Twist (5)Half Moon Pose (15)Forward Bend (17)Walking MeditationFor
Relaxation and Stress Relief:Tension Release BreathNeck Rolls (a)Energy Center Pose
(7)Child’s Pose (10)Rooted-to-the-Earth Pose (12)Sponge Pose (24)Legs-Against-Wall
MeditationFor Energy:Alternate Nostril Breath or Revitalizing BreathThe Blade (c)The Lion
(11)Palm Tree (13)Backbend (16)Triangle Pose (20)Palming MeditationABOUT US:Olivia H.
Miller is a freelance writer and has been a student of yoga for over 25 years. She is the author of
Yoga: Reference to Go and Stretch: Reference to Go, both published by Chronicle Books.Diane
Philos Jensen, a Certified Childbirth Educator, has worked as a Traditional Labor Attendant and
prenatal yoga instructor for 12 years. She incorporated prenatal yoga into her classes after
experiencing the benefits of yoga during the pregnancies and births of her three



children.Maryanne Clasby Bombaugh, M.D., is a board-certified obstetrician/gynecologist and a
Fellow of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. She has a graduate degree
in Public Health and is actively involved in the study of acupuncture and yoga.TRIMESTER I II
IIIHEALTHY SITTINGfig.1fig.2fig.3Below are recommended ways to sit so that you can reduce
lower back strain, discomfort, and pressure.fig.1 Seated on the floor:• To help keep the spine
straight in any seated position, sit with your entire back—from shoulders to tailbone—resting
against a wall for support.You may also wish to sit on a firm cushion or folded blanket to help
keep the spine straight.fig.2 Seated in a chair:• Rest feet on a cushion or low stool so knees and
thighs are at hip level or higher to help prevent slouching and strain on the lower back.fig.3 Firm
Pose sitting position:*• Kneel on a mat with a cushion or folded blanket between your legs. You
may need to lean forward slightly to avoid losing your balance. Tops of feet are flat against the
floor, pointing straight back.• Supporting yourself with your hands, slowly and carefully lower
your buttocks between your heels onto the cushion.• If you feel any discomfort, adjust the
position of the feet or add more height to the cushion.• Hands may be placed behind you for
support or may rest on thighs. Chest is lifted.* Do not sit in Firm Pose if you have symptomatic
(i.e., painful, throbbing) varicose veins.TRIMESTER I II IIIALTERNATE NOSTRIL
BREATH(Anulom Viloma)• Sit comfortably (see Healthy Sitting). Place the index and middle
fingers of your right hand on your forehead. Thumb rests on your right nostril; ring and baby
fingers rest on your left nostril.• Inhale and exhale. Close right nostril with thumb; inhale through
left nostril for a count of 5.• Close both nostrils; hold your breath for a count of 5.• Lift thumb;
exhale for a count of 5 through the right nostril.• Inhale through right nostril, hold, close right
nostril, and exhale through left nostril. This ends round 1.• Repeat for 4 more rounds.I breathe in
soft, golden light that connects me to my baby.BENEFITS:• Balances the energy of the nervous
system• Has a profound stilling effect on the mindNote: We breathe in two-hour cycles: first one,
then the other nostril is dominant. Prolonged breathing through one side affects our energy. This
restores the proper balance.TRIMESTER I II* III*ASWINI MUDRA BREATH• This exercise may
be done seated or standing; however, lying down is the most effective. Bladder and bowel
should be empty.• Inhale and exhale slowly and deeply for a few seconds. Relax. Inhale and
while slowly exhaling, contract the anus. Hold for a count of 5.• Release the contraction and
relax, breathing normally. Inhale and while slowly exhaling, try to contract the vaginal muscles
(as if trying to stop the flow of urine). Hold for a count of 5.• Release the contraction and relax,
breathing normally. Finally, inhale and while slowly exhaling, contract the entire pelvic floor (both
orifices). Hold for a count of 5.• Slowly release the muscles as you inhale. Breathe normally.
Repeat the entire cycle several times.I prepare my body, mind, and spirit for my baby’s safe and
healthy birth.BENEFITS:• Important for regaining and maintaining tone of pelvic muscles•
Strengthens the muscles needed during birth to control the release of the baby’s head• Toned
muscles better support the organs, prevent uterine pro-lapse and urinary incontinence, and
enhance sexual pleasure* After the 20th week of pregnancy, you may wish to place a folded
blanket or pillow under the right hip, displacing the weight of the uterus.TRIMESTER I II IIIBELLY



BREATHING(Pranayama)Prenatal Yoga: Reference to GoBy Olivia H. Miller, with Diane Philos
JensenPrenatal Yoga: Reference to GoBy Olivia H. Miller, with Diane Philos
JensenINTRODUCTIONHearty congratulations, mama! First, for your wonderful news and also
because you’ve chosen to do yoga during your pregnancy. The regular practice of yoga is one of
the best gifts you can give yourself and your baby. Yoga can help you cope with the demands
and stresses placed on your body as your pregnancy progresses. A woman who practiced yoga
when she was pregnant thirty years ago still remembers the positive effects: “It kept me fit and
toned, and helped me relax during labor. It was the best thing I could have done.”Yoga has been
around for about 5,000 years and has moved into the mainstream as people discover its many
benefits. For mothers-to-be, yoga is an ideal way to prepare for birth and labor. It promotes
fitness and flexibility, tones the pelvic area, increases circulation, works the cardiovascular
system, helps with breath control, and balances body-mind energies.Yoga, which means “union
of body and mind,” helps you focus on the present moment while being mindful of your body’s
sensations as you stretch and release tension. A healthy, flexible body along with a clear, calm
mind are tools that you will want to be able to call on during labor and birth, when it is important
to be able to release tension, relax muscles, and remain calm. Being in a relaxed state helps
labor progress. Conversely, during a heightened state of tension, labor may not progress as
smoothly as it could.Prenatal Yoga: Reference to Go includes 50 breathing exercises, yoga
poses, and meditations designed to energize your body, relax your mind, and promote an overall
feeling of well-being. It is easy to use and allows you to design your own yoga practice. Each
exercise, pose, and meditation is numbered and coded by trimester so you can follow a
complete yoga session, or if time and energy are limited, choose just a few.POSESThis book
includes 30 basic and beneficial yoga poses (asanas in Sanskrit). Each pose features an
illustration and clear, simple directions on how to do the pose. Physical and emotional benefits of
the pose are also listed, along with an affirmation designed to truly unite body, mind, and
spirit.Some poses are modified to accommodate the physical changes of pregnancy. Every pose
lists which trimesters the pose is appropriate for, and you will find suggestions for alternate
postures and/or adjustments to ensure safety and comfort throughout your pregnancy. A Healthy
Sitting serves as a reference to help you sit with your spine straight and prevent any strain on the
lower back.Six warm-ups are included (labeled with letters) so that you can prepare your body. It
helps to warm up the neck, shoulders, arms, spinal column, and legs before each yoga session
and to rest for at least 1 minute between poses. It is in this space of physical and mental
relaxation that you and your baby truly reap the benefits.Hold a pose as long as you can
comfortably, without straining, in what is called “effortless effort.” If your breathing becomes
labored, your muscles shake, or it hurts, come out of the pose and rest until your breathing
returns to normal. Try the pose again if you feel like it or wait until a time when your energy level
is higher. Yoga is about listening to your body, your inner wisdom, your intuition.BREATHING
AND MEDITATION CARDSPrenatal Yoga: Reference to Go also features 10 breathing exercises
(pranayama) and 10 meditations (dhyana). Because deep breathing is such an effective way to



slow the mind, steady the emotions, and focus on the present, we suggest you incorporate
breathwork into your daily routine. Full, even breathing is one of the most important things you
can do during labor. When appropriate, try adding sound to your breathing. This helps lengthen
the exhalation, focus the mind, and overcome inhibitions about releasing sound during labor and
birth.Meditation, equally important to maintaining your peace and serenity, has the added
benefit of lowering blood pressure and respiration rate. We’ve chosen meditations and
visualizations to help you connect with your baby emotionally and spiritually. If a meditation
doesn’t work for you, feel free to create one of your own.GENTLE CAUTIONSPrenatal Yoga:
Reference to Go is not intended as a substitute for other prenatal programs or medical advice. If
you do not exercise regularly, have a chronic medical condition, are taking medication, have
back or neck problems, or have any medical conditions that occur during your pregnancy,
consult a medical practitioner before you practice yoga. If you have varicose veins that are
symptomatic (i.e., are painful or throb), avoid kneeling positions and sit in a chair instead. After
the fifth month (20 weeks) of pregnancy, limit the time you spend in back-lying positions; or, lie
with a folded blanket or a pillow under your right hip, which displaces the weight of the uterus
from the vena cava (a major vein that brings blood to the heart from the legs and pelvis).
Discontinue any posture that causes pain, shortness of breath, or dizziness.To assist with your
practice of yoga, we recommend a few guidelines:• Wait at least an hour after eating before you
practice. If you need a snack, eat something light. Drink enough water to ensure you are well
hydrated.• Relax into each pose. No straining or forcing! Even the simplest poses can be
deceptively effective and beneficial.• Make adjustments for comfort, especially as your
pregnancy progresses. Add pillows, lean your back against a wall for balance, sit on a firm
cushion or in a chair if it is easier.• Rest between postures. Feel yourself releasing tension. When
getting up from a back-lying position, turn to your left or right side first and slowly return to a
seated or kneeling position. Never get up quickly.• Concentrate on full, deep breaths. This helps
quiet the mind.• Think joyful thoughts, keeping a warm and open heart. You will share this
positive energy with your baby and you’ll both benefit from it.Note: Not all exercises are suitable
for everyone. Your physical condition and health are important factors in determining which yoga
exercises, positions, and advice may be appropriate. This or any other exercise program may
result in injury. The author, co-author, medical consultant, and publisher of this book disclaim
any liability from any injury that may result from the use, proper or improper, of any exercise or
advice contained in this book. Please consult your professional health care provider for
information and advice on the suitability of your exercise program.INTRODUCTIONHearty
congratulations, mama! First, for your wonderful news and also because you’ve chosen to do
yoga during your pregnancy. The regular practice of yoga is one of the best gifts you can give
yourself and your baby. Yoga can help you cope with the demands and stresses placed on your
body as your pregnancy progresses. A woman who practiced yoga when she was pregnant
thirty years ago still remembers the positive effects: “It kept me fit and toned, and helped me
relax during labor. It was the best thing I could have done.”Yoga has been around for about 5,000



years and has moved into the mainstream as people discover its many benefits. For mothers-to-
be, yoga is an ideal way to prepare for birth and labor. It promotes fitness and flexibility, tones the
pelvic area, increases circulation, works the cardiovascular system, helps with breath control,
and balances body-mind energies.Yoga, which means “union of body and mind,” helps you
focus on the present moment while being mindful of your body’s sensations as you stretch and
release tension. A healthy, flexible body along with a clear, calm mind are tools that you will want
to be able to call on during labor and birth, when it is important to be able to release tension,
relax muscles, and remain calm. Being in a relaxed state helps labor progress. Conversely,
during a heightened state of tension, labor may not progress as smoothly as it could.Prenatal
Yoga: Reference to Go includes 50 breathing exercises, yoga poses, and meditations designed
to energize your body, relax your mind, and promote an overall feeling of well-being. It is easy to
use and allows you to design your own yoga practice. Each exercise, pose, and meditation is
numbered and coded by trimester so you can follow a complete yoga session, or if time and
energy are limited, choose just a few.POSESThis book includes 30 basic and beneficial yoga
poses (asanas in Sanskrit). Each pose features an illustration and clear, simple directions on
how to do the pose. Physical and emotional benefits of the pose are also listed, along with an
affirmation designed to truly unite body, mind, and spirit.Some poses are modified to
accommodate the physical changes of pregnancy. Every pose lists which trimesters the pose is
appropriate for, and you will find suggestions for alternate postures and/or adjustments to
ensure safety and comfort throughout your pregnancy. A Healthy Sitting serves as a reference to
help you sit with your spine straight and prevent any strain on the lower back.Six warm-ups are
included (labeled with letters) so that you can prepare your body. It helps to warm up the neck,
shoulders, arms, spinal column, and legs before each yoga session and to rest for at least 1
minute between poses. It is in this space of physical and mental relaxation that you and your
baby truly reap the benefits.Hold a pose as long as you can comfortably, without straining, in
what is called “effortless effort.” If your breathing becomes labored, your muscles shake, or it
hurts, come out of the pose and rest until your breathing returns to normal. Try the pose again if
you feel like it or wait until a time when your energy level is higher. Yoga is about listening to your
body, your inner wisdom, your intuition.BREATHING AND MEDITATION CARDSPrenatal Yoga:
Reference to Go also features 10 breathing exercises (pranayama) and 10 meditations (dhyana).
Because deep breathing is such an effective way to slow the mind, steady the emotions, and
focus on the present, we suggest you incorporate breathwork into your daily routine. Full, even
breathing is one of the most important things you can do during labor. When appropriate, try
adding sound to your breathing. This helps lengthen the exhalation, focus the mind, and
overcome inhibitions about releasing sound during labor and birth.Meditation, equally important
to maintaining your peace and serenity, has the added benefit of lowering blood pressure and
respiration rate. We’ve chosen meditations and visualizations to help you connect with your baby
emotionally and spiritually. If a meditation doesn’t work for you, feel free to create one of your
own.GENTLE CAUTIONSPrenatal Yoga: Reference to Go is not intended as a substitute for



other prenatal programs or medical advice. If you do not exercise regularly, have a chronic
medical condition, are taking medication, have back or neck problems, or have any medical
conditions that occur during your pregnancy, consult a medical practitioner before you practice
yoga. If you have varicose veins that are symptomatic (i.e., are painful or throb), avoid kneeling
positions and sit in a chair instead. After the fifth month (20 weeks) of pregnancy, limit the time
you spend in back-lying positions; or, lie with a folded blanket or a pillow under your right hip,
which displaces the weight of the uterus from the vena cava (a major vein that brings blood to
the heart from the legs and pelvis). Discontinue any posture that causes pain, shortness of
breath, or dizziness.To assist with your practice of yoga, we recommend a few guidelines:• Wait
at least an hour after eating before you practice. If you need a snack, eat something light. Drink
enough water to ensure you are well hydrated.• Relax into each pose. No straining or forcing!
Even the simplest poses can be deceptively effective and beneficial.• Make adjustments for
comfort, especially as your pregnancy progresses. Add pillows, lean your back against a wall for
balance, sit on a firm cushion or in a chair if it is easier.• Rest between postures. Feel yourself
releasing tension. When getting up from a back-lying position, turn to your left or right side first
and slowly return to a seated or kneeling position. Never get up quickly.• Concentrate on full,
deep breaths. This helps quiet the mind.• Think joyful thoughts, keeping a warm and open heart.
You will share this positive energy with your baby and you’ll both benefit from it.Note: Not all
exercises are suitable for everyone. Your physical condition and health are important factors in
determining which yoga exercises, positions, and advice may be appropriate. This or any other
exercise program may result in injury. The author, co-author, medical consultant, and publisher
of this book disclaim any liability from any injury that may result from the use, proper or improper,
of any exercise or advice contained in this book. Please consult your professional health care
provider for information and advice on the suitability of your exercise program.TABLE OF
CONTENTSHealthy Sitting: promotes healthful sittingBREATHING EXERCISESAlternate Nostril
Breath: calms and balances energiesAswini Mudra Breath: strengthens and tones pelvic
musclesBelly Breathing: relieves tensionModified Bellows Breath: opens chest and
lungsRevitalizing Breath: energizes nervous systemSitting Deep Breath: increases
circulationSounding Breath: refreshes and calmsStanding Complete Breath: invigorates and
purifiesSufi Mother’s Breath: provides a sense of well—beingTension Release Breath: relaxes
entire bodyWARM-UPSa. Neck Rolls: relieves tension in neckb. Shoulder Circles: releases
tension in back and shouldersc. The Blade: tones and strengthens chest musclesd. Knee
Rocking: opens pelvis, hips, and groine. Leg Stretch: stretches back leg musclesPOSES1.
Shakti, the Divine Mother: stretches and tones pelvic muscles2. Star Pose: stretches and
relaxes pelvic muscles3. Head of Cow Pose: stretches arms and upper body4. Sideways Swing:
strengthens muscles along sides of body5. Modified Spinal Twist: stretches spine6. Firm Pose:
stretches front thigh muscles7. Energy Center Pose: stretches and relaxes pelvic area muscles8.
Cat and Dog Pose: keeps spine supple9. Squatting Pose: strengthens muscles used during
labor10. Child’s Pose: allows muscles to rest11. The Lion: releases tension in facial muscles12.



Rooted-to-the-Earth Pose: corrects posture problems13. Palm Tree: calms the nervous
system14. Standing Pelvic Tilt: relieves lower back fatigue15. Half Moon Pose: stretches waist
muscles and those along sides of body16. Backbend: strengthens lower back17. Forward Bend:
stretches and relaxes spine18. Modified Dancer’s Pose: stretches front of thigh muscles19.
Hands-to-Wall Pose: strengthens chest muscles20. Triangle Pose: increases strength and
stamina21. Shoulder Stretch: loosens shoulder and chest muscles22. Seated Mountain Pose:
tones nervous system23. Easy Bridge Pose: increases flexibility in back and shoulders24.
Sponge Pose: promotes complete rest and relaxationMEDITATIONSBirth Meditation:
preparation for labor and deliveryCentering Meditation: calms and centersEasy Pose Meditation:
relaxes musclesFirm Pose Meditation: stills the mindHeart Center Meditation: promotes
relaxationLegs-Against-Wall Meditation: relieves tired legs and feetMindfulness Meditation:
focuses the mindOm Meditation: promotes total peacePalming Meditation: diminishes
fatigueWalking Meditation: increases circulation in legsTABLE OF CONTENTSHealthy Sitting:
promotes healthful sittingBREATHING EXERCISESAlternate Nostril Breath: calms and balances
energiesAswini Mudra Breath: strengthens and tones pelvic musclesBelly Breathing: relieves
tensionModified Bellows Breath: opens chest and lungsRevitalizing Breath: energizes nervous
systemSitting Deep Breath: increases circulationSounding Breath: refreshes and calmsStanding
Complete Breath: invigorates and purifiesSufi Mother’s Breath: provides a sense of well—
beingTension Release Breath: relaxes entire bodyWARM-UPSa. Neck Rolls: relieves tension in
neckb. Shoulder Circles: releases tension in back and shouldersc. The Blade: tones and
strengthens chest musclesd. Knee Rocking: opens pelvis, hips, and groine. Leg Stretch:
stretches back leg musclesPOSES1. Shakti, the Divine Mother: stretches and tones pelvic
muscles2. Star Pose: stretches and relaxes pelvic muscles3. Head of Cow Pose: stretches arms
and upper body4. Sideways Swing: strengthens muscles along sides of body5. Modified Spinal
Twist: stretches spine6. Firm Pose: stretches front thigh muscles7. Energy Center Pose:
stretches and relaxes pelvic area muscles8. Cat and Dog Pose: keeps spine supple9. Squatting
Pose: strengthens muscles used during labor10. Child’s Pose: allows muscles to rest11. The
Lion: releases tension in facial muscles12. Rooted-to-the-Earth Pose: corrects posture
problems13. Palm Tree: calms the nervous system14. Standing Pelvic Tilt: relieves lower back
fatigue15. Half Moon Pose: stretches waist muscles and those along sides of body16.
Backbend: strengthens lower back17. Forward Bend: stretches and relaxes spine18. Modified
Dancer’s Pose: stretches front of thigh muscles19. Hands-to-Wall Pose: strengthens chest
muscles20. Triangle Pose: increases strength and stamina21. Shoulder Stretch: loosens
shoulder and chest muscles22. Seated Mountain Pose: tones nervous system23. Easy Bridge
Pose: increases flexibility in back and shoulders24. Sponge Pose: promotes complete rest and
relaxationMEDITATIONSBirth Meditation: preparation for labor and deliveryCentering
Meditation: calms and centersEasy Pose Meditation: relaxes musclesFirm Pose Meditation: stills
the mindHeart Center Meditation: promotes relaxationLegs-Against-Wall Meditation: relieves
tired legs and feetMindfulness Meditation: focuses the mindOm Meditation: promotes total



peacePalming Meditation: diminishes fatigueWalking Meditation: increases circulation in
legsRECOMMENDED SEQUENCESBelow are some recommended sequences that focus on
attaining specific benefits. We offer them as suggestions only; feel free to create your own
special routines.For Birth Preparation:Aswini Mudra BreathLeg Stretch (e)Shakti, the Divine
Mother (1)Star Pose (2)Squatting Pose (9)Standing Pelvic Tilt (14)Birth MeditationFor
Discomfort Relief:Modified Bellows BreathKnee Rocking (d)Sideways Swing (4)Cat and Dog
Pose (8)Hands-to-Wall Pose (19)Easy Bridge Pose (23)Easy Pose MeditationFor
Flexibility:Sitting Deep BreathShoulder Circles (b)Head of Cow Pose (3)Modified Spinal Twist
(5)Half Moon Pose (15)Forward Bend (17)Walking MeditationFor Relaxation and Stress
Relief:Tension Release BreathNeck Rolls (a)Energy Center Pose (7)Child’s Pose (10)Rooted-to-
the-Earth Pose (12)Sponge Pose (24)Legs-Against-Wall MeditationFor Energy:Alternate Nostril
Breath or Revitalizing BreathThe Blade (c)The Lion (11)Palm Tree (13)Backbend (16)Triangle
Pose (20)Palming MeditationRECOMMENDED SEQUENCESBelow are some recommended
sequences that focus on attaining specific benefits. We offer them as suggestions only; feel free
to create your own special routines.For Birth Preparation:Aswini Mudra BreathLeg Stretch
(e)Shakti, the Divine Mother (1)Star Pose (2)Squatting Pose (9)Standing Pelvic Tilt (14)Birth
MeditationFor Discomfort Relief:Modified Bellows BreathKnee Rocking (d)Sideways Swing
(4)Cat and Dog Pose (8)Hands-to-Wall Pose (19)Easy Bridge Pose (23)Easy Pose
MeditationFor Flexibility:Sitting Deep BreathShoulder Circles (b)Head of Cow Pose (3)Modified
Spinal Twist (5)Half Moon Pose (15)Forward Bend (17)Walking MeditationFor Relaxation and
Stress Relief:Tension Release BreathNeck Rolls (a)Energy Center Pose (7)Child’s Pose
(10)Rooted-to-the-Earth Pose (12)Sponge Pose (24)Legs-Against-Wall MeditationFor
Energy:Alternate Nostril Breath or Revitalizing BreathThe Blade (c)The Lion (11)Palm Tree
(13)Backbend (16)Triangle Pose (20)Palming MeditationABOUT US:Olivia H. Miller is a
freelance writer and has been a student of yoga for over 25 years. She is the author of Yoga:
Reference to Go and Stretch: Reference to Go, both published by Chronicle Books.Diane Philos
Jensen, a Certified Childbirth Educator, has worked as a Traditional Labor Attendant and
prenatal yoga instructor for 12 years. She incorporated prenatal yoga into her classes after
experiencing the benefits of yoga during the pregnancies and births of her three
children.Maryanne Clasby Bombaugh, M.D., is a board-certified obstetrician/gynecologist and a
Fellow of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. She has a graduate degree
in Public Health and is actively involved in the study of acupuncture and yoga.ABOUT US:Olivia
H. Miller is a freelance writer and has been a student of yoga for over 25 years. She is the author
of Yoga: Reference to Go and Stretch: Reference to Go, both published by Chronicle
Books.Diane Philos Jensen, a Certified Childbirth Educator, has worked as a Traditional Labor
Attendant and prenatal yoga instructor for 12 years. She incorporated prenatal yoga into her
classes after experiencing the benefits of yoga during the pregnancies and births of her three
children.Maryanne Clasby Bombaugh, M.D., is a board-certified obstetrician/gynecologist and a
Fellow of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. She has a graduate degree



in Public Health and is actively involved in the study of acupuncture and yoga.TRIMESTER I II
IIIHEALTHY SITTINGfig.1fig.2fig.3Below are recommended ways to sit so that you can reduce
lower back strain, discomfort, and pressure.fig.1 Seated on the floor:• To help keep the spine
straight in any seated position, sit with your entire back—from shoulders to tailbone—resting
against a wall for support.You may also wish to sit on a firm cushion or folded blanket to help
keep the spine straight.fig.2 Seated in a chair:• Rest feet on a cushion or low stool so knees and
thighs are at hip level or higher to help prevent slouching and strain on the lower back.fig.3 Firm
Pose sitting position:*• Kneel on a mat with a cushion or folded blanket between your legs. You
may need to lean forward slightly to avoid losing your balance. Tops of feet are flat against the
floor, pointing straight back.• Supporting yourself with your hands, slowly and carefully lower
your buttocks between your heels onto the cushion.• If you feel any discomfort, adjust the
position of the feet or add more height to the cushion.• Hands may be placed behind you for
support or may rest on thighs. Chest is lifted.* Do not sit in Firm Pose if you have symptomatic
(i.e., painful, throbbing) varicose veins.TRIMESTER I II IIIHEALTHY SITTINGfig.1fig.2fig.3Below
are recommended ways to sit so that you can reduce lower back strain, discomfort, and
pressure.fig.1 Seated on the floor:• To help keep the spine straight in any seated position, sit
with your entire back—from shoulders to tailbone—resting against a wall for support.You may
also wish to sit on a firm cushion or folded blanket to help keep the spine straight.fig.2 Seated in
a chair:• Rest feet on a cushion or low stool so knees and thighs are at hip level or higher to help
prevent slouching and strain on the lower back.fig.3 Firm Pose sitting position:*• Kneel on a mat
with a cushion or folded blanket between your legs. You may need to lean forward slightly to
avoid losing your balance. Tops of feet are flat against the floor, pointing straight back.•
Supporting yourself with your hands, slowly and carefully lower your buttocks between your
heels onto the cushion.• If you feel any discomfort, adjust the position of the feet or add more
height to the cushion.• Hands may be placed behind you for support or may rest on thighs.
Chest is lifted.* Do not sit in Firm Pose if you have symptomatic (i.e., painful, throbbing) varicose
veins.TRIMESTER I II IIIALTERNATE NOSTRIL BREATH(Anulom Viloma)• Sit comfortably (see
Healthy Sitting). Place the index and middle fingers of your right hand on your forehead. Thumb
rests on your right nostril; ring and baby fingers rest on your left nostril.• Inhale and exhale. Close
right nostril with thumb; inhale through left nostril for a count of 5.• Close both nostrils; hold your
breath for a count of 5.• Lift thumb; exhale for a count of 5 through the right nostril.• Inhale
through right nostril, hold, close right nostril, and exhale through left nostril. This ends round 1.•
Repeat for 4 more rounds.I breathe in soft, golden light that connects me to my
baby.BENEFITS:• Balances the energy of the nervous system• Has a profound stilling effect on
the mindNote: We breathe in two-hour cycles: first one, then the other nostril is dominant.
Prolonged breathing through one side affects our energy. This restores the proper
balance.TRIMESTER I II IIIALTERNATE NOSTRIL BREATH(Anulom Viloma)• Sit comfortably
(see Healthy Sitting). Place the index and middle fingers of your right hand on your forehead.
Thumb rests on your right nostril; ring and baby fingers rest on your left nostril.• Inhale and



exhale. Close right nostril with thumb; inhale through left nostril for a count of 5.• Close both
nostrils; hold your breath for a count of 5.• Lift thumb; exhale for a count of 5 through the right
nostril.• Inhale through right nostril, hold, close right nostril, and exhale through left nostril. This
ends round 1.• Repeat for 4 more rounds.I breathe in soft, golden light that connects me to my
baby.BENEFITS:• Balances the energy of the nervous system• Has a profound stilling effect on
the mindNote: We breathe in two-hour cycles: first one, then the other nostril is dominant.
Prolonged breathing through one side affects our energy. This restores the proper
balance.TRIMESTER I II* III*ASWINI MUDRA BREATH• This exercise may be done seated or
standing; however, lying down is the most effective. Bladder and bowel should be empty.• Inhale
and exhale slowly and deeply for a few seconds. Relax. Inhale and while slowly exhaling,
contract the anus. Hold for a count of 5.• Release the contraction and relax, breathing normally.
Inhale and while slowly exhaling, try to contract the vaginal muscles (as if trying to stop the flow
of urine). Hold for a count of 5.• Release the contraction and relax, breathing normally. Finally,
inhale and while slowly exhaling, contract the entire pelvic floor (both orifices). Hold for a count
of 5.• Slowly release the muscles as you inhale. Breathe normally. Repeat the entire cycle
several times.I prepare my body, mind, and spirit for my baby’s safe and healthy
birth.BENEFITS:• Important for regaining and maintaining tone of pelvic muscles• Strengthens
the muscles needed during birth to control the release of the baby’s head• Toned muscles better
support the organs, prevent uterine pro-lapse and urinary incontinence, and enhance sexual
pleasure* After the 20th week of pregnancy, you may wish to place a folded blanket or pillow
under the right hip, displacing the weight of the uterus.TRIMESTER I II* III*ASWINI MUDRA
BREATH• This exercise may be done seated or standing; however, lying down is the most
effective. Bladder and bowel should be empty.• Inhale and exhale slowly and deeply for a few
seconds. Relax. Inhale and while slowly exhaling, contract the anus. Hold for a count of 5.•
Release the contraction and relax, breathing normally. Inhale and while slowly exhaling, try to
contract the vaginal muscles (as if trying to stop the flow of urine). Hold for a count of 5.•
Release the contraction and relax, breathing normally. Finally, inhale and while slowly exhaling,
contract the entire pelvic floor (both orifices). Hold for a count of 5.• Slowly release the muscles
as you inhale. Breathe normally. Repeat the entire cycle several times.I prepare my body, mind,
and spirit for my baby’s safe and healthy birth.BENEFITS:• Important for regaining and
maintaining tone of pelvic muscles• Strengthens the muscles needed during birth to control the
release of the baby’s head• Toned muscles better support the organs, prevent uterine pro-lapse
and urinary incontinence, and enhance sexual pleasure* After the 20th week of pregnancy, you
may wish to place a folded blanket or pillow under the right hip, displacing the weight of the
uterus.TRIMESTER I II IIIBELLY BREATHING(Pranayama)TRIMESTER I II IIIBELLY
BREATHING(Pranayama)
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Bunny, “The best prenatal yoga!. I was a big fan of the regular Yoga Deck, so when I got
pregnant I hoped there was a prenatal version. Every pose is explained very clearly, there are
several breathing exercises for energizing/calming, and it includes some suggested sequences
if you need help getting started. I have had chronic lower back pain for years, but even as my
pregnancy has progressed I have had almost no back pain.”

JoyAMama, “Awesome program for pregnancy! Especially for yogis!. I loved this deck of cards.
I was a serious yogi before pregnancy and I usually did Bikram or other very non pregnancy
feeling styles. I found the prenatal yoga classes in my area to be a bit boring and expensive.
This I could do at home, set my own pace, and music preferences and didn't have to worry about
my shirt rolling up my belly or my pants falling down in front of everyone. Usually I practiced in
pajama pants and a nursing bra. The deck was great because it had a few more advanced but
modified poses included. I also loved the breathing and meditation additions. I was planning on
a hypnobirth so it was a great addition to that practice as well. Doing the full squat pose (can't
remember name) was something I did daily because it helped so much to relieve my hip and
pelvic pain. I ended up having a natural hypnobirth and I give credit to my yoga as part of the
reason.”

Mrs. Hoy, “Take the Time. A lot better than watching TV for relaxation while pregnant. For those
with busy schedules, just pull out two cards from each category and start! Take a little time out of
your day. Even ten minutes with one card is better than nothing.”

Rebequita, “Great for the Kindle. I have this on my Kindle, which is perfect because you can flip
through and do poses you like, or remember, or for different targets (this morning I woke up with
a sore lower back, and I was able to do some poses to help with that). There are so many
prenatal books out there, it's hard to keep track of them or carry them around -- but I have this
wherever I go! It also has good explanations for different poses, and some inspiration, so you
get everything in one.”

Crystal Conerly, “Best Yoga With Baby on Board. I have tried several exercise programs with this
pregnancy, but with this deck of cards I feel a lot more comfortable and I sleep a lot better. In fact
if I skip a day then I feel like junk and I have cramping and soreness and cannot sleep at night.
My husband even scolds me when I whine about soreness, because even he knows I skipped
my yoga. (Best part about it, not looking like a total clutz at a Mommy to Be Yoga class!)”

sara-34, “The most helpful exercises a pregnant woman can do.. I had never done yoga before
trying this, and found this deck to be both simple to understand and very relaxing. You can
choose the complexity and length of your workout with different combinations of cards (if you



went straight through the whole deck it would take more than 2 hours). It's small enough to take
with you even to the hospital, and the breathing and relaxation techniques are very helpful for
preparing for labor. Of all the pregnancy exercises I have tried this is by far the most rewarding,
and I intend to continue it even after I am no longer pregnant.”

Elann Anderson, “Five Stars. Great tool to use in my sequences.”

The book by Cassey Ho has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 43 people have provided feedback.
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